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Performance Evaluation and Compatibility
Studies of a Compact Preclinical Scanner for
Simultaneous PET/MR Imaging at 7 Tesla
Alan Courteau , John McGrath, Paul Michael Walker, Rosie Pegg, Gary Martin, Ruslan Garipov,
Peter Doughty, Alexandre Cochet, François Brunotte, and Jean-Marc Vrigneaud

Abstract — We present the design and performance of a
new compact preclinical system combining positron emission tomography (PET) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for simultaneous scans. The PET contains sixteen
SiPM-based detector heads arranged in two octagons and
covers an axial field of view (FOV) of 102.5 mm. Depth of
interaction effects and detector’s temperature variations are
compensated by the system. The PET is integrated in a dry
magnet operating at 7 T. PET and MRI characteristics were
assessed complying with international standards and interferences between both subsystems during simultaneous
scans were addressed. For the rat size phantom, the peak
noise equivalent count rates (NECR) were 96.4 kcps at
30.2 MBq and 132.3 kcps at 28.4 MBq respectively with and
without RF coil. For mouse, the peak NECR was 300.0 kcps
at 34.5 MBq and 426.9 kcps at 34.3 MBq respectively with
and without coil. At the axial centre of the FOV, spatial resolutions expressed as full width at half maximum / full width
at tenth maximum (FWHM/FWTM) ranged from 1.69/3.19 mm
to 2.39/4.87 mm. The peak absolute sensitivity obtained with
a 250-750 keV energy window was 7.5% with coil and 7.9%
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without coil. Spill over ratios of the NEMA NU4-2008 image
quality (NEMA-IQ) phantom ranged from 0.25 to 0.96 and the
percentage of non-uniformity was 5.7%. The image count
versus activity was linear up to 40 MBq. The principal
magnetic field variation was 0.03 ppm/mm over 40 mm. The
qualitative and quantitative aspects of data were preserved
during simultaneous scans.

Index Terms — Magnetic resonance imaging, nuclear
imaging, evaluation and performance, PET/MR interferences.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OSITRON emission tomography (PET) coupled with
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) offers many benefits
to preclinical investigations as it combines the excellent spatial
and temporal resolution of MRI with the high sensitivity of
PET. The combination of PET with MRI provides a better
and more flexible tissue discrimination than X-ray computed
tomography without resorting to ionizing radiation [1], [2].
Besides morphological information, MRI can also bring complementary functional information such as tissue perfusion or
metabolism. Hence, the interest in PET/MRI has been boosted
in preclinical research as coupling PET and MRI dramatically
increases the amount of physiological information that can
be collected during a single anaesthesia. During the last
decade, design and instrumentation of small animal PET/MR
systems have drastically improved. Former approaches have
been based on an in-line geometry either with avalanche
photodiodes (APD) [2], [3] or more recently with silicon
photomultipliers (SiPM) [4]. These in-line imaging systems
allowed a sequential acquisition, thanks to an axial translation
of the animal from one modality to the other.
More challenging simultaneous PET/MR scanners have
also been developed. To our knowledge, four of these systems
have been described in the literature, namely the MADPET4
[5], [6], the SimPET [7]–[9], the HYPERION-II [10]–[12],
and the system described by Stortz et al. [13]–[15]. In these
systems, the PET instrumentation is integrated inside the MR
bore, with the field of view (FOV) of each modality overlapping. These scanners allow the acquisition of both modalities
during a much shorter anaesthesia. Moreover, the animals
are studied in exactly the same physiological condition,
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thus paving the way to innovative in vivo applications. These
systems often consisted of a microPET integrated into a
clinical-size magnet [5], [16]. As a consequence, many of
these prototypes do not fit the requirement of a preclinical
environment. Indeed, setting-up PET/MR imaging remains
challenging in many nuclear medicine preclinical laboratories
where relatively large magnets are difficult to install, or in
MR rooms where complying with the radiation protection
regulations is often not straightforward.
The idea behind the present study was to set-up a fully
integrated PET/MR scanner dedicated to rodents, with a compact design adapted to most preclinical laboratories. A 7 T
magnetic field has been chosen to comply with the trend
towards higher field observed in preclinical MRI. Therefore,
a new compact integrated helium-free 7 T PET/MR scanner
optimized for in vivo mouse and rat imaging was designed.
This new scanner has been designed from its conception
to allow smooth operation of both techniques along with
bed movement, anaesthesia, temperature control and optimal
animal monitoring. One of the major challenges of such an
integrated system is to minimize the mutual interferences
between PET and MR instrumentations. Therefore, the present
study aims at carefully assessing the performance characteristics of this new PET/MR system and mutual interference
between PET and MR subsystems.
The PET subsystem was assessed complying with the
NEMA NU-4-2008 standard [17]. Regarding the MR subsystem, to date, no performance assessment standard has
been published for preclinical standalone or PET-coupled MR
system. We implemented a procedure based on the American
College of Radiology (ACR) recommendations for clinical
MR scanners [18], which has already been quoted by other
authors in the same research context [11], [12], [19]. A special
focus was directed toward lesser studied parameters, although
of importance for quantitative use of PET/MR, such as the
image count versus radioactivity concentration relationship
or the noise generated in magnetic resonance images by
PET counting.

Fig. 1. External (a) and internal (b) overview of the integrated PET/MR
system. The bed and the coil are inserted inside the PET detector.
TABLE I
PET C HARACTERISTICS

II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS

A. Scanner Description
Experiments have been carried out on a fully integrated
PET/MR prototype dedicated to mouse and rat imaging.
A sequential version of this system including a 3 T magnet
has been previously described [20]. Several design and instrumentation developments have been carried out to integrate
the new PET subsystem inside the 7 T MR such as the
installation of a new SiPM generation (SensL J-Series) and
the integration of a copper bore shield between PET and MR
subsystems. The electronics of the prototype were redesigned,
with improved dead time from 850 ns (on the previous clip-on
prototype) down to 204 ns. An overview of the system is
displayed in Fig. 1. At the front of the system, a motorized
support designed to reduce electromagnetic (EM) interferences
allows accurate axial translations of the animal beds (Minerve,
Esternay, France). The interchangeable beds include a mask

for the anaesthesia supply and a hot air circuit to maintain the
animal’s body temperature during examinations.
1) PET Modality: The annular PET subsystem is located
between the RF coil and the MR bore as presented in Fig. 1b.
A description of the PET subsystem is given in Table I.
A diagram illustrating the PET detector’s electronics is provided in Fig. 2. The PET subsystem contains sixteen detector
heads arranged in two octagons of 116 mm in diameter.
The axial FOV of the detector is 102.5 mm. A bespoke
copper bore tube runs inside the PET, from the front to the
back of the magnet, for EM shielding purpose. Two detector
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Fig. 2. (a) Diagram describing the PET electronics. ADC is for Analog-Digital Converter, DAC is for Digital-Analog Converter, COG is for CentreOf-Gravity, and FSM is for Finite-State Machine. (b) Pictures of the PET subsystem removed from the MR bore and without its plastic shell. On the
front view, one of the eight event capture boards and the FPGA board are highlighted.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the SiPM tile structure. The two 50.4 mm side tiles
are aligned in the axial direction forming a 102.5 mm axial field of view.

heads aligned in the axial direction are connected to a single
sensor board. Each detector head contains a dual layer of
cerium-doped lutetium yttrium oxyorthosilicate (Ce:LYSO)
crystal arrays (EPIC Crystal Co Ltd, Jiangsu, China). The
internal and external crystal arrays are respectively composed
of 27 × 29 and 28 × 30 square pixels of 1.605 mm each
side. Crystal thickness is respectively 6 mm and 4 mm for
the external and internal layers. Alignment offset between the
two crystal layers is half the pixel pitch, enabling depth of
interaction (DOI) compensation. Each side of the individual
pixels within the dual layer scintillator is coated with a
65 μm-width VikuityTM enhanced specular reflector (ESR)
(3M, St. Paul, MN, USA), and 10 μm of OP-20 adhesive
(Dymax Europe GmbH, Wiesbaden, Germany), so that the
total pixel pitch is 1.68 mm. A further ESR and a 1-mm
thick K9 glass light guide (EPIC Crystal Co Ltd, Jiangsu,
China) are present respectively on the top and at the bottom
of the crystal array. The K9 glass is optically coupled to the
crystal with 10 μm to 20 μm of BC-630 optical grease (SaintGobain, Courbevoie, France). In each detector head, the crystal
matrix is coupled to a 12 × 12 SensL J-Series equally-spaced
SiPM tile assembly (SensL, Cork, Ireland) (Fig. 3). The tile
is multiplexed into 9 array-analog signals and 16 pixel-analog
signals [21].

The two array- and pixel-analog signals from the SiPM
are conducted out of the magnet thanks to long printed
circuit board extensions. They are then filtered and amplified
by the resistor–capacitor circuit in the event capture boards
before being digitized by two 1,25 GHz ADCs, applying
an integration time of respectively 70 ns and 90 ns for the
array signal and the pixel signal. The fast array-signal is
used for triggering purposes. It allows a fast and accurate
timing information to be processed but a coarse positioning
of the photon interaction. The slower pixel-signal gives more
accurate energy and positional information. These signals are
then passed through a field programmable gate array (FPGA)
which calculates the X and Y positions of the interaction using
Anger logic.
Each of the single photon events registered in the event
capture boards is passed to a single controller board. The
controller board processes the events into coincidences using
timing and energy information from the array signal. A time
walk correction (TWC) uses the energy of the event to correct
for temporal variations in the trigger caused by difference in
energy of the coincident events. After the application of the
TWC, the digitized coincidence packet is sent to the acquisition processor via a 1 Gbit Ethernet cable. PET detectors trigger prompt counts if they are above the lower energy threshold
and within a 10 ns coincidence time window. Random counts
are collected in a delayed time window. The data sent via the
1 Gbit Ethernet is analyzed in real-time by the acquisition
processor. This processor uses lookup tables to convert the
Anger XY coordinates and raw energies into list-mode data
(LMD), consisting of crystal positions and calibrated energies.
A similar method has been described by [22].
The SensL J-series SiPMs [23] offer a linear relationship
between temperature and gain. Temperature variations due to
the gradient coil heating during certain MRI sequences are
partially controlled by the gradient chiller. Further to this,
the SiPM boards contain sixteen temperature sensors which
feedback information to the software in order to control the
SiPM bias. Since the gain of each SiPM depends on both the
temperature and bias, it can be kept stable by an automatic
update of the bias voltage.
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Before reconstruction, the LMD is binned into prompt
and random data structures, containing the module number,
the crystal identification (ID) number (axial and transaxial positions, layer information) and the energy. The data
can be reconstructed using either single slice rebinning
(SSRB) [24] with 2D filtered backprojection (2D-FBP) or 3D
ordered subsets expectation maximisation (3D-OSEM). For
the FBP reconstruction, the prompt and random data structures
are binned into sinograms by converting the crystal ID to a
global coordinate within that crystal’s boundaries. The number
of bins is set to 81, with a bin width of 0.84 mm (half
the crystal pitch) and 180 projection angles. In this work,
a maximum ring difference of 8 was set during SSRB, meaning
that an oblique line of response (LOR) can at most extend over
9 axial rings of crystals [25]. No arc-correction was applied.
For the 3D-OSEM reconstruction, the LMD is binned into a
structure compatible with the pre-calculated System Response
Matrix (SRM). The data is sorted into coincidences of back
to back modules and coincidences that are in non back to
back modules. The SRM is specifically tailored to the detector
geometry and makes use of transaxial/axial symmetries, mirror
symmetries and rotation symmetries. The prompt and random
data structures are filled accordingly after the detector response
is normalized from a pre-determined detector lookup-table.
The random data are then smoothed to produce a noiseless data
set. The scatter fraction and its distribution are then calculated
using an energy dependent scatter table [26] and the prompt
data. The whole data set is then combined with the random
data, to form a background data set. The background data set
is used to correct the prompt data set during the reconstruction
along as being corrected for decay and deadtime. Although an
MR-based attenuation correction is available on the system,
it was not used in the context of this study. The reconstruction
software was provided by the PET manufacturer (Preclinical
Scan, MR Solutions Ltd, Guildford, UK).
2) MR Modality: The microMR subsystem consists of a
cryogen-free superconducting magnet [27] operating with a
nominal magnetic flux density of 7 T (Flexiscan-MRS-7024FL, MRS Magnetics Ltd, Guildford, UK). With the dry magnet
technology, no helium supply is needed. The magnet has a
length of 0.8 m and an outer diameter of 1.0 m. The 5-gauss
line is located 1.2 m and 1.5 m from the magnet centre, respectively in the transaxial and axial planes. The room containing
the MR scanner does not require a Faraday cage. The system
is provided with mouse-sized and rat-sized quadrature coils
ensuring both the transmission of the radiofrequency (RF)
pulses and the reception of the nuclear magnetic resonance
signal. Smaller RF coils are also available. A coil carrier
enables coil switching. Table II provides a detailed description
of the MR subsystem including the properties of the large rat
body RF coil used for this work.

B. System Specifications
1) PET NEMA Specifications and Linearity of Quantification: This section deals with the PET performances. All the

tests were carried out while the MR subsystem was idle
(i.e. no sequence was pulsing).
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TABLE II
MR S UBSYSTEM C HARACTERISTICS

a) Spatial resolution: The PET spatial resolution (SR)
was assessed using a 22 Na point source (Eckert and Ziegler
Isotopes Product, Valencia, USA) of 0.8 MBq at imaging time.
The diameter of the subsystem and the presence of the coil did
not allow us to measure the resolutions at the 25 mm radial
position. The acquisitions were carried out at the following
radial positions: 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm. An additional SR
measurement was performed at the radial centre of the FOV.
One-minute list-mode acquisitions were launched to collect
more than 105 prompt coincidences. One hundred and twenty
three 2D sinograms containing 180 projections and 81 radial
bins were produced by SSRB with a maximum ring difference
of 8. Sinograms were then reconstructed with a 2D-FBP algorithm, with a voxel size of 0.28 mm × 0.28 mm × 0.42 mm.
Random events were collected and stored for a dedicated
correction. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) and
the full width at tenth maximum (FWTM) were measured
complying with the NEMA NU4-2008 standard [17] and were
reported as the spatial resolution in the three axes.
b) Sensitivity: The 22 Na source described in the spatial
resolution section was accurately positioned at the centre of
the FOV (± 0.5 mm in all directions), and moved forward
and backward by 0.84 mm steps in order to cover the entire
axial FOV. A 1-minute acquisition was launched for every
axial step. Acquisitions were also carried out without the rat
large body coil previously mentioned in the MR subsystem
description section. For practical reasons, only 19 source
positions were tested for the no coil operation condition.
A 1-minute background scan was also acquired. SSRB was
then used to produce 2D sinograms (all ring differences
allowed). An in-house program was used to calculate the
absolute sensitivity of the system according to the NEMA
NU4-2008 specifications [17]. Absolute sensitivity was also
reported for every source location to build an axial sensitivity
profile.
c) Count rate: A rat-like and a mouse-like phantom both
complying with the NEMA-NU4-2008 standard [17] were
filled with 70 MBq of fluorodeoxyglucose (18 F-FDG) at the
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acquisition start. Measurements and data processing were
compliant with the NEMA NU4-2008 standard [17]. The
acquisitions were carried out with and without the presence
of a mouse-sized or rat-sized RF coil, depending on the
NEMA phantom used. Intrinsic radiation of the detector was
assessed with a twenty-four-hour background scan. The noise
equivalent count rate (NECR) curves were calculated from the
formula:
NECR =

T2
T+S+R

(1)

where T is the trues rate, R is the randoms rate and S is the
rate of scatters.
d) Image quality: The NEMA NU-4-2008 [17] image
quality (IQ) phantom was filled with a known activity of
18 F-FDG (3.7 MBq at acquisition time) and a 20 min list-mode
acquisition over 1 bed position was launched. Data were
reconstructed using 3D-OSEM with 2 iterations, 32 subsets,
and a voxel size of 0.42 mm × 0.42 mm × 0.42 mm. Data
were corrected for scatter, random, decay, normalization and
dead time. Image analysis including recovery coefficients, spill
over ratios (SOR) calculations on air and in water chambers,
and standard deviations of SORs was carried out complying
with the NEMA NU4-2008 standard [17].
e) Linearity of quantification: This test aimed at assessing
the linearity of the image counts with activity. A 50 mL syringe
was filled with a solution of 18 F-FDG. Twenty-three acquisitions were launched to cover an activity range from 50 MBq
down to 0.1 MBq. The scans were all 30 min long, and were
launched every hour. Data were reconstructed using 3D-OSEM
(2 iterations, 32 subsets), a 0.56 mm isotropic voxel size and
applying corrections for scatter, random, decay, normalization,
and dead time. A cylindrical volume of interest (VOI) with a
diameter of 13.4 mm and a length of 72.8 mm was traced. The
mean voxel values in the VOI were reported as a function of
the activity in the phantom.
2) MR Subsystem ACR Specifications: All acquisitions were
carried out with the large rat quadrature coil. The phantom
used for these tests was a 50 mL syringe, filled with a
solution of physiological serum containing gadolinium at a
concentration of 0.5 mmol/L. The phantom was centered in
the MR FOV. The active shimming calibration was repeated
before each acquisition.
a) Principal magnetic field homogeneity: This test was based
on the phase difference map procedure described in detail
in the ACR guide [18]. Coronal phase maps were obtained
with a gradient echo sequence, with the following parameters:
repetition time (TR) of 1000 ms, echo time (TE) of 3.14 and
7.62 ms, matrix of 128 × 128 pixels, FOV of 60 mm ×
40 mm × 4 mm, flip angle of 30◦, 3 signal averages per
acquisition. The test was performed in the central-coronal
plane of a phantom mimicking a rat. The B0 homogeneity
was reported as the maximum minus minimum values of a
circular region of 26.9 mm in diameter at the centre of the
B0 map.
b) B1 homogeneity: A dual flip angle (FA) method based
on Wang et al. [28] was set up. Two gradient echo images were
acquired in the coronal plane, one with a flip angle of α = 45◦,
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the other with a FA of 2α = 90◦ . The following parameters
were employed: FOV of 60 mm × 40 mm × 4 mm, 3 signal
averages per acquisition, TR of 1000 ms, TE of 5 ms, matrix
128 × 128 pixels. A flip angle map αexp , is calculated pixel by
pixel with equation 2, where S1 and S2 represent the signals
of low FA image and high FA image, respectively.
αexp = cos−1 |

S2
|
2 × S1

(2)

Signal mean ± standard deviation (SD) was calculated on
the FA map in a central circular region of 26.9 mm in diameter.

C. Mutual Interferences
1) Influence of MRI on PET: In this section, we present experiments concerning the stability of PET performance during
MRI acquisitions. The influence of the MR subsystem on
PET was assessed by running PET acquisitions with (pulsing
operation condition) and without (idle operating condition) a
simultaneous echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence. The EPI
sequence was chosen for its gradient-demanding aspect, which
may cause more eddy currents than other sequences. The
EPI sequence parameters were as followed: TR 2000 ms,
TE 24 ms, flip angle of 90◦ , matrix of 64 × 128, FOV
of 40 mm × 40 mm × 4 mm, 14 signal averages.
a) Sensitivity: The sensitivity measurement described in
the PET performance specifications was repeated with the EPI
sequence pulsing. The profiles obtained with MR idle and MR
pulsing were compared. For practical reasons, only 19 source
positions were tested for the MR pulsing operation condition.
b) Energy resolution and coincidence time resolution: A
one-minute scan of a point source was acquired in a rat
body coil, with both operating conditions. Using this data,
the energy resolution of each detector was calculated as the
FWHM of the photopeak divided by the measured energy
of the photopeak, expressed as a percentage. The energy
resolution of the system was reported as the mean ± SD
for the sixteen PET modules of the dual-ring system. The
coincidence time resolution (CTR) was reported as the FWHM
of the coincidences timing histogram recorded by the direct
opposite pairs of detectors. The histogram consisted in 31 bins
of 0.8 ns. The energy resolution and the CTR obtained with
and without MR pulsing were compared.
c) Count rate: List-mode acquisitions were performed with
both phantoms (rat and mouse) during a simultaneous 24-hour
long EPI acquisition. Count rates obtained with and without
MR pulsing were compared.
d) Hot spot phantom: An ultra micro hot spot phantom
with hollow channels having diameters of 0.7 mm, 0.8 mm,
0.9 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.1 mm, and 1.2 mm, was filled with 9 MBq
of 18 F-FDG and imaged in list-mode during 30 minutes.
Data were reconstructed using 3D-OSEM (1 to 10 iterations,
64 subsets) with a voxel size of 0.28 mm × 0.28 mm ×
0.28 mm. The data were corrected for scatter, random, decay,
normalization and dead time.
2) Influence of PET on MRI: All the measurements were
carried out with the phantom described in the MR subsystem
ACR performance section.
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF THE PET P ERFORMANCE A SSESSMENT AND C OMPATIBILITY S TUDY P ROTOCOL . T HE F IRST C OLUMN I NDICATES
THE P OSITION OF THE T EST IN THE M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS S ECTION

TABLE IV
S UMMARY OF THE MR S UBSYSTEM P ERFORMANCE A SSESSMENT AND C OMPATIBILITY S TUDY P ROTOCOL . T HE F IRST C OLUMN I NDICATES
THE P OSITION OF THE T EST IN THE M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS S ECTION . T HE P HANTOM WAS A 50 M L S YRINGE
FOR ALL THE MRI A SSESSMENT P ROCEDURE

a) Principal magnetic field homogeneity: The phantom
was filled with a 18 F-FDG solution containing an activity
of 82 MBq at the MR acquisition start. The B0 evaluation test
previously described was performed while a PET acquisition
was running.
b) B1 homogeneity: The phantom was filled with a
18 F-FDG solution containing an activity of 35 MBq at the MR
acquisition start. In parallel with the B0 homogeneity assessment procedure, the B1 evaluation test previously described
was performed while a PET acquisition was running.
c) Proton spectroscopy: Free induction decay curves were
acquired using a point resolved spectroscopy sequence
(PRESS) [29]. The PRESS sequence, allowing spatial encoding, was preferred to the One-Pulse sequence, as it would
be more likely used for in vivo examination. The PRESS
sequence was acquired with a 2.5 kHz spectral width. The
sequence aimed at selecting three cube sizes localized at
the centre of the phantom: 2 mm, 5 mm, and 10 mm. The
acquisitions were carried out using a TR of 3000 ms, a TE
of 26 ms, and five signal averages. A total of 4096 points
were collected on the free induction decay (FID) curves to
calculate the 1 H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra
by Fourier transform. FWHM of the proton resonance peaks
were measured on the real part of each NMR spectra after

phase correction. For the PET active condition, the phantom
was filled with 97 MBq.
d) Signal-to-noise ratio of MR images: Signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) was measured on spin echo images according to the
ACR recommendations [18]. The phantom was injected with
147 MBq. One central slice of the phantom was acquired with
a T1-weighted sequence using the following parameters: TR
of 1000 ms, TE of 20 ms, matrix of 256 × 256, 3 signal averages, FOV of 60 mm × 60 mm × 2 mm. This acquisition was
repeated nine times, in order to study an activity range going
from 147 MBq to 7 MBq. SNR was calculated complying with
the ACR recommendations and reported as a function of the
activity in the phantom.
III. R ESULTS

A. System Specifications
1) PET Specifications:
a) Spatial resolution: At the axial centre of the FOV, the ra-

dial FWHM/FWTM ranged from 1.74/3.32 mm at the centre
of the FOV to 1.77/3.19 mm at a radial distance of 15 mm
from the centre of the FOV. The tangential FWHM/FWTM
ranged from 1.69/3.19 mm to 2.16/6.53 mm and the axial
FWHM/FWTM ranged from 1.97/4.14 mm to 2.39/4.87 mm.
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Fig. 4. PET spatial resolutions plotted against the axial position of the
source, (a) at the FOV axial centre, and (b) at one quarter of the FOV
axial centre. All measurements were done in MR idle operating condition,
in the presence of the RF coil. Measurements and analysis were carried
out complying with the NEMA-NU4-2008 standard [17].

Complementary measurements were performed at one quarter
of the PET axial FOV to comply with the NEMA report [17].
Regarding these measurements, the radial FWHM/FWTM
ranged from 1.66/3.67 mm at the radial centre of the FOV
to 1.71/3.22 mm at a radial distance of 15 mm from the
centre of the FOV. The tangential FWHM/FWTM ranged from
1.68/3.06 mm to 1.87/5.89 mm and the axial FWHM/FWTM
ranged from 1.66/3.29 mm to 1.84/3.78 mm. The spatial
resolutions are presented in Fig. 4 for every source location.
Globally, FWHM values were not affected by the radial
distance of the source. On the contrary, transverse FWTM
values were quite unstable across the FOV, with a marked
increase in tangential FWTM at the 10 and 15 mm radial
positions. This effect is likely due to parallax errors in our
octogon geometry and is explained in detail in the Discussion
section. Besides, due to the presence of the gap between the
two rings, the resolutions acquired at the PET axial FOV were
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Fig. 5. Counting rates and NECR obtained in the presence of an RF
coil, with the mouse-like phantom (a) and with the rat-like phantom (b).
A 250–750 keV energy window was used.

slightly degraded compared to the resolutions acquired at one
quarter of the PET axial FOV.
b) Sensitivity: Absolute system sensitivities were measured
with an energy window of 250-750 keV. The peak sensitivity
was 7.5% and 7.9% with and without a rat body coil installed
in the MR subsystem, respectively. The system sensitivity axial
profiles obtained with and without the MR coil are displayed
in Fig. 8.
c) Count rate: With RF coil, the peak NECR obtained
with respectively the mouse-like phantom and the rat-like
phantom were 300.0 kcps at 34.5 MBq and 96.4 kcps at
30.2 MBq (Fig. 5). Without the presence of the coil, the peak
NECR increased to 426.9 kcps at 34.3 MBq and 132.3 kcps
at 28.4 MBq, respectively for the mouse and rat phantoms
(Fig. 9).
d) Image quality: Uniformity and SOR parameters are
presented in Table V. As a consequence of the absence of
attenuation correction, the air chamber SOR was higher than
the water chamber SOR. An overview of the NEMA-IQ
images is displayed in Fig. 6.
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TABLE V
NEMA-IQ P HANTOM R ESULTS

Fig. 8. Axial sensitivity profile in two different operating conditions
(energy window = 250 − 750 keV).
Fig. 6. Transverse slices of the three compartments of the NEMA-IQ
phantom displayed with 0% to 100% of the maximum intensity pixel of the
global image. Images were reconstructed in 3D-OSEM with 2 iterations,
32 subsets, 0.42 mm isotropic voxel size. Data were corrected for scatter,
random, decay, normalization, and dead time.

Fig. 9.
NECR obtained with the rat-size and mouse-size NEMA
phantoms, with and without the presence of an RF coil. Both operating
conditions are displayed.

B. Mutual Interferences
Fig. 7. Image counts plotted against the activity in the phantom. The
black dotted line is the line of equality. Error bars are standard errors of
the mean.

e) Linearity of quantification: The linearity of the radioactivity quantification was verified for activities up to 40 MBq.
The linearity results are displayed in Fig. 7.

2) MR ACR specifications:
a) Principal magnetic field homogeneity: The B0 variations

ranged from -1.0 ppm to 0.5 ppm, in the coronal plane
(Fig. 12a, left image).
b) B1 homogeneity: In the coronal plane, the homogeneity
of the pulse flip angle displayed as mean ± SD of FA in a
26.9 mm diameter circular region of interest was 46.1◦ ± 1.1◦
with PET idle (Fig. 12b, left image). In the axial plane, in the
same region, the homogeneity of FA was 43.0◦ ± 1.7◦.

1) Influence of MRI on PET:
a) Sensitivity: The peak absolute sensitivity of the system

was 7.5% with and without MR pulsing. The axial profile
of the absolute sensitivity is displayed for both operating
conditions in Fig. 8. Negligible differences were observed
between the two profiles, with no disruption of the curves.
b) Energy resolution and coincidence time resolution: The
energy resolution of the system was found to be 20.9% ±
2.3% with MR idle and 20.7% ± 2.2% during MR pulsing.
The CTR was 4.8 ± 0.5 ns with MR idle and 4.8 ± 0.4 ns
with MR pulsing. CTR and energy resolutions are illustrated
in Fig.11.
c) Count rate: With MR pulsing, the peak NECR was
96.3 kcps at 30.3 MBq and 301.5 kcps at 34.3 MBq, respectively for the rat and mouse configurations. The relative change
in the peak NECR between the two operating conditions,
considering MR idle as a reference, was -0.1% and 0.5% for
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Fig. 10. (a) Transverse slices of the ultra micro hot spot phantom acquired with the MR idle (top line) and the MR pulsing (bottom line) operating
conditions, with 1 iteration (left), 5 iterations (middle), and 10 iterations (right). (b) Illustration showing the rods diameter (in mm) and the position
of the intensity profile (the white dotted line) on the 0.9 mm rods region. (c) The graph displays the normalized intensity profiles measured in the
1 iteration, 5 iterations, and 10 iterations reconstructed images.

the rat and mouse size of the phantom, respectively. A relative
difference of about 30% was found between the peak NECR
acquired with and without the presence of a MR coil. The
NECR curves obtained with both sizes of phantom and with
and without coil, are displayed in Fig. 9.
d) Hot spot phantom: We used a 3D-OSEM algorithm with
1 to 10 iterations and 64 subsets, a voxel size of 0.28 mm ×
0.28 mm × 0.28 mm. Results were similar with both operating
conditions. The rods with a diameter of 1.1 mm, 0.9 mm, and
0.8 mm were discernible with respectively one iteration, five
iterations, and ten iterations as shown in Fig. 10.
2) Influence of PET on MRI:
a) Principal magnetic field homogeneity:

Qualitatively,
the B0 maps obtained with PET available and PET active were
similar, as shown in Fig. 12a. The B0 variations ranged from
−1.0 ppm to 0.5 ppm with PET available and from -1.0 ppm
to 0.4 ppm with PET active.
b) B1 homogeneity: In the coronal plane, the homogeneity
of B1 displayed as mean ± SD of FA in a 26.9-mm diameter
circular region of interest was 46.1◦ ± 1.1◦ with PET available, and 45.7◦ ± 0.9◦ with PET active. The PET available
and the PET active flip angle maps are displayed in Fig. 12b.
Quantitatively, 86% of the pixels of the coronal map were
included between 40◦ and 50◦ , in both operating conditions.
c) Proton spectroscopy: FWHM of the resulting spectra
were similar whether the PET was acquiring counts or not.
Spectroscopy results are displayed in Table VI for both operating conditions.
d) Signal-to-noise of MR images: A decrease in SNR was
observed in the spin echo images acquired simultaneously with

TABLE VI
P ROTON S PECTROSCOPY R ESULTS O BTAINED
W ITH THE PRESS S EQUENCE

a PET image. This was observed for activities greater than
20 MBq. The evolution of the spin echo image SNR as a
function of the radioactivity in the phantom is presented in
Fig. 13.
IV. D ISCUSSION

A. PET Performance
One noteworthy feature of this integrated prototype in
comparison with other systems, is the peak system sensitivity
almost reaching 8% (Table VII). This is explainable by the
high solid angle of detection of the PET system, provided by
its internal diameter of 11.6 cm and axial FOV of 10 cm.
The FBP volumetric resolution (VR) of the system, defined
as the product of the FWHM in the three orthogonal directions,
reached 5.8 mm3 at the centre of the axial FOV. This result
is slightly higher than VR at FOV quarter in comparison
to other integrated scanners (Table VII). As noted by [30],
the use of FBP, as required by NEMA, can be inadequate
with some specific geometries and can lead to broad artefacts.
To overcome this problem, some authors have implemented
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Fig. 11. Timing histograms obtained for one detector using respectively the MR idle (a) and MR pulsing (b) operating conditions. Energy histograms
obtained for one detector using respectively the MR idle (c) and MR pulsing (d) operating conditions.

Fig. 13. SNR of spin echo images as a function of the activity in the
phantom. SNR was defined complying to the ACR report, as shown on
the screen capture on the left bottom corner of the graph.

Fig. 12. (a) Principal magnetic field distortion map in ppm of B0 field.
(b) Flip angle maps, expressed in degrees. The expected flip angle is
45◦ . B0 and B1 are displayed for the two PET operating conditions. The
white dotted lines indicate the analysed ROI boundaries.

strategies to deal with the histogramming of data to be used
with FBP, trying to preserve DOI information [31]. We chose
to reduce the maximum ring difference in SSRB to limit

the amount of crossed-planes LORs used by the system to
reconstruct the image. Also, DOI information was taken into
account using global coordinates to locate the LORs in the
sinograms. However, transverse FWTM values were still found
to be degraded at some offset positions due to a star-like
artefact, with lines of excess activity a bit more pronounced in
the tangential direction. The artefact shares similarities with
those observed with other scanner geometries composed of a
limited number of detector heads to form the ring [10], [32].
Moreover, resolutions measured at the axial FOV centre were
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TABLE VII
S UMMARY OF THE P ROTOTYPE S PECIFICATIONS AND C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S MALL A NIMAL I NTEGRATED PET/MR S YSTEMS

slightly degraded by the presence of the axial inter ring
gap of 1.68 mm and 3.36 mm respectively for the external
and internal crystal layers. None of the above artefacts were
identified with OSEM and, since the preclinical data are
usually reconstructed using an iterative method like OSEM,
the NEMA results might not reflect the in vivo performance
of the system. For example, the 0.8 mm rods of the phantom
were discernible on the ultra micro hot spot phantom with ten
iterations (Fig. 10).
The drawback of an axial assembly in comparison with
a continuous sensor is the presence of an interdetector area
where no photons can be detected. One frequent consequence
of this is the disruptive aspect of the sensitivity profiles
( [5], [10]). However, only a slight perturbation of the sensitivity profile was observed on this system (Fig. 8). The loss
of LOR caused by this central gap is insignificant relative to
the total number of LORs collected in the FOV.
The NECR measurements revealed the ability of this system to deal with high counting rates, as summarized in
Table VII. This can be explained by both instrumentation
and electronics improvements. Indeed, the last generation
J-Series SiPMs (SensL, Cork, Ireland), offering a high photon
detection efficiency [33], was here combined with a FPGA
firmware optimized for high count rate acquisitions. All our
measurements, including the NECR acquisitions, have been
performed by a real-time recording of the coincidence position
and the photon energy, instead of a full raw capture board
readout transfer to the capture PC acquisition processor. The
count rate improvement brought by this method has been
previously suggested by Hallen et al. [10]. The linearity of

the image count versus activity was verified on this system up
to 40 MBq.
The attenuation and scattering of gamma rays in the RF coil
caused a roughly 5% decrease in peak sensitivity, and 30%
decrease in peak NECR in both rat and mouse configurations.
This highlights the opportunity of further sensitivity and
counting rate improvements by modification of the coil design.

B. MR Subsystem Performance
Regarding MR performance, the main concerns are the
homogeneity of B0 and B1 and the SNR. These characteristics
might be degraded by the integration of the PET subsystem
in the MR bore, and during simultaneous scans. Moreover,
B0 heterogeneity can cause image distortions, inaccurate fat
suppression, and SNR decrease [18]. B0 homogeneity measurements were based on the phase difference map presented
in the ACR guide. With this procedure, the phase difference
between the two acquired phase maps is affected only by the
field heterogeneity, which increases the accuracy of the result
compared with other tests [18]. This test was thereby chosen
by many authors for the B0 homogeneity evaluation [6], [8],
[15], [16]. This test is not strictly speaking a standardized
method. As explained in the ACR report, it aims at being
adapted individually by users for a longitudinal follow up.
Nevertheless, it allows an approximate inter-system comparison. The homogeneity of the principal magnetic field was
evaluated in the central-coronal plane of a phantom mimicking a rat. The results of the tests were in accordance with
the manufacturer’s specifications for the standalone magnet.
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At the centre of the FOV, a variation of about 0.03 ppm/mm
was observed regardless of the operating conditions. The
homogeneity of the principal magnetic field is similar to that
reported in other studies (Table VII).
Qualitatively, the B1 distorsions were found on the boundaries of the FOV, as expected. This was observed in other
prototypes [6], [15].

C. PET/MR Interferences
During the conception of the system, particular attention
was paid to the reduction of EM interferences between both
modalities. In particular, the PET was designed to move the
PET electronics out of the MR bore as much as possible.
A bespoke copper cylinder was also included between the
RF coil and the PET detectors. The choice of this RF shield
material was a trade-off between several factors [34] such
as skin depth and linear attenuation coefficient, in order to
optimise the RF shielding without causing too much attenuation for the annihilation photons. The high scatter fractions
measured on the PET detector (Table VII) might be due to the
plastic material of the MR coil. Indeed, as shown in Table VII,
the system scatter fraction of 34% obtained with the mouse
phantom in the presence of the MR coil is reduced down
to 24% when the coil is removed.
Regarding the influence of MRI on PET, the sensitivity,
the energy resolution, the CTR, and the NECR, were found to
be equivalent with and without MR pulsing. We were not able
to compare these data with other systems, due to the lack of
related literature. Like Weissler et al. [11], we did not notice
any distorsion of the image of the ultra micro hot spot phantom when the MR subsystem was pulsing. All these results
demonstrated the EM immunity of the PET instrumentation
and electronics with respect to the static magnetic field and
RF, thanks to the design of the system (electronics located
outside the magnet, EM shielding) and thanks to the ability
of the PET to compensate for the gradient-induced temperature
variation of the SiPM.
Regarding the influence of PET on MRI, B0 and B1 maps
were similar with and without PET counting, thereby proving
the absence of influence of the PET activity on the RF
homogeneity. This is similar to the results obtained on the
MADPET4 [6]. One notable result of the present study was
the SNR decrease in spin echo images when the PET was
counting. This was also described by Omidvari et al. [6]
and Weissler et al. [11]. We furthermore observed that the
SNR decrease, caused by an increase of the background
noise, was strongly dependent on the amount of radioactivity
in the phantom. This effect was only perceivable when the
phantom was filled with an activity greater than 20 MBq,
and when the PET was acquiring counts. The SNR fully
recovered without any latency and regardless of the activity,
after the PET acquisition. These results suggest that there is
a detectable residual radio frequency interference between the
PET electronics and the MR RF coil and bore shield.
V. C ONCLUSION
This article presents the design and performance of a
new simultaneous PET/MR preclinical prototype. The system

allows the acquisition of a rodent whole body image in a single
step. It relies on a dual octagonal assembly of sixteen SiPM
PET detectors fully integrated in the bore of a compact 7 T
dry magnet. A bore shield prevents EM interferences. The bias
voltage of the SiPM is adjusted in real-time to compensate
for the temperature variations of the PET detector. The PET
subsystem is highly sensitive and allows high count rates
acquisitions. Indeed, the peak absolute sensitivity is 7.5%, and
the peak NECR is 96.4 kcps at 30.2 MBq and 132.3 kcps at
28.4 MBq respectively for the rat-like and mouse-like NEMA
count rate phantoms. The radioactivity is accurately quantified
up to 40 MBq. At high activity, MR images suffer from
an SNR decrease in proportion to the activity in the FOV.
Regarding MRI, the magnetic field homogeneity meets what
is observed with a standalone magnet. Moreover, no major
modification of the PET and MR performance was observed
during simultaneous imaging.
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